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A brand new 4-part series based around Bethesda's highly acclaimed, award-winning stealth

action-adventure video game franchise.Â Â Â Â Â Follow the continuing adventures of Corvo

Attano, this collection is a prequel to the highly anticipated upcoming game Dishonored 2, as Corvo

skulks the rooftops of Dunwall in search of an apprentice and quickly becomes embroiled in a

supernatural plot against the crown!
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"Captures the world of Dishonored really well" - We the Nerdy"This is one to watch...Pick up" -

Down and Nerdyâ€œThe wait for Dishonored 2 just got a little less arduous as Rennie, Olimieri and

Maiolo craft a real interesting interquel." - Multiversity Comics"Really captured the flavor of the first

game..." - Nerdist"Pick it up, and see how the dark side lives." - Adventures in Poor Taste!"A tie in

the fans can be proud of." - Outright GeekeryÂ "If your looking to take the leap into comics, take a

chance with Dishonored " - FanBoy Nation

Gordon Rennie s a Scottish comics writer, responsible for White Trash: Moronic Inferno, as well as

several comic strips for 2000 AD and novels for Warhammer Fantasy. Andrea Olimpieri is an

upcoming Italian comic book artist. He has contributed artwork to number of titles including Mostri

and True Blood for IDW.



If you're a fan of Dishonored and you like comics I Highly recommend not skipping this as a read.

The Art Is very goregous to look at. The story it tells flows with the videogame fluidly. The only thing

that keeps this from being 5 stars is no Emily in this story but im hoping support for this will keep the

series going for more stories to come.

I was a bit disappointed with the quality and intrigue of this graphic novel. I found it fell far short of

the compelling action and plot in the Dishonored games, and was also disappointed with how short

it was. It did not significantly add to the story of Dishonored as I was expecting it to. Finally, some of

the pages fell out while I was reading it, so clearly it could have been published better. I would not

recommend it. You'd get a more satisfying story with The Corroded Man (novel).

awesome to have the collection in one piece. Definitely worth it for fans of the games' lore

It was a gift. They love it.

I love

Okay, this is NOT the collection of 4 like it seems to imply. This is just the first volume of the four.

Which is super lame because they jacked up the price. The cover blatantly says $3.99. I was

disappointed to see that this wasn't the nice and neat complied volume. I contacted  about this and

got my money back. They were going to let me get a new one for free shipping, but I'm not positive

they are even advertising the 4 part volume, and I didn't want the same thing to happen. Will buy

somewhere else.
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